Mayor Receives College Committee to Discuss Parking

CITY HALL CAUCUS — Several ideas to help solve the Wilkes parking situation were outlined yesterday at a City Hall meeting between Mayor Luther M. Kniffen and members of the official staff and a parking committee of the Beacon.

Left to right are: Jack Curtis, Beacon Editor; Mayor Kniffen, Robert Williams, secretary to the Mayor; Ira Clemm, police chief; and Dick Jones, staff feature writer. Several of the plans outlined will be put into effect shortly.

Engineers to Hold Old Fashion Stomp at Gym Friday

By TOM KARSA

"The musical Straw Hats, featuring caller Carl Vehoski, will be on hand at the Wilkes gym tomorrow night to furnish music for the Harvest Homecoming, a Fall sport dance sponsored by the Engineering Club of the college.

The Straw Hats, an aggregation, widely known in this area, will present an evening of round and square dance music beginning at 8 and continuing to midnight.

Lou Eline, President of the Engineering Club, said earlier this week that the dance promises to be one of the gayest dance spectacles of the year at Wilkes. Eline, speaking for the club, expressed hope for a fine turnout, to benefit one of the largest clubs on campus.

He announced at the same time that a steel guitar, a straw hat, and plenty of fun were chosen as the central theme for the affair.

The General Chairman for the dance is George Kolesar. In charge of tickets is Art Glenn, a freshman.

Sophomore Ben Hollens has handled advertising chores, and Tom Barrarick and Dick Bunn are Chairman of the Refreshments and Decorations Committees, respectively.

Wilkes’ Biggest Dramatic Endeavor, “Girl Crazy”, Set for Next Fri., and Sat.

By MARYAN POWELL

When the orchestra plays the overture to "Girl Crazy" on opening night, November 18, at Irem Temple, Wilkes College will be presented with its first big comin’-of-age birthday present.

As part of the college’s 21st birthday celebration, Coo ’n’ Curbins join the music department in presenting its first full- scale musical comedy to usher in a Homecoming Weekend that promises to be the most spirited in the history of the college.

George and Ira Gershwin’s hilarious and zestful “Girl Crazy”, a show which contains the most joyous musical score ever written by an American composer, is the first big production on Coo ’n’ Curbins’ calendar. This play was proclaimed the best show of the 1939 Broadway season. Not since "All in Fun", an original all male musical written for the Lettermen and presented in the spring of 1940, has Coo ’n’ Curbins considered such an ambitious project.

After last year’s successful production of Ira and George’s "The Master Builder" and "The Nervous Wreck", and, in conjunction with the School of Music, Wilkes’ latest musical comedy is sure to please.

Three-Hour Parking Stickers To Be Issued, Lines Will Be Painted On South River Street

By JACK CURTIS, JONNI FALK and DICK JONES

The City of Wilkes-Barre is deeply concerned with "critical" parking conditions for students at Wilkes College and it will take positive action to alleviate the situation within the next ten days. Mayor Luther M. Kniffen told a three-man editorial board of the beacon yesterday afternoon.

In a meeting at City Hall between Editor Jack Curtis, News Editor Jonni Falk and Features Writer Dick Jones, representing the paper, and Mayor Kniffen, Police Chief Russell T. Taylor, Traffic Captain Chris Bigoni, and Robert Williams, secretary to the Mayor, several remedies were discussed and several adopted.

Suggestions put before the city board by the Beacon and by three of the paper’s editors to students having classes or laboratories of three hours or more, (or groups of individuals) parking spaces in the block directly facing the college on South River Street between Northampton and South, and (3) policing of the lots in the Northampton, Franklin and South Streets.

Mayor Kniffen, sincerely concerned with the lack of adequate parking facilities for students, staff, and visitors, is in the process of arranging for the "possible" solution to the whole thing. He will make concessions regarding violation tickets received by Wilkes students.

The Mayor requested all students to hold a mediate college area to write the "smear" leading to the parking regulations. Mayor Kniffen announced that he feels that the students will not choose to "play" the parking facilities. The Mayor was sympathetic with students, especially those at Wilkes, "many of whom I know are working their way through college. It seems completely unfair for us to expect them to pay $25, $50, or even $100 for one day’s parking. We also would not expect them to pay 50 cents to a dollar to park elsewhere on a lot.

Long Awaited

"This situation has been bothering me for a long time," Mayor Kniffen told the editors, "and I have been hoping for an opportunity to talk to members of the Beacon."

"I got my fighting shoes on," he said, "and if it’s in my power we will have this solution soon."

Chief of Police Russell Taylor pointed out that he has had a number of complaints from residents of the area within four blocks of Wilkes, an area he was deeply concerned about.
College To Have ‘Homecoming Queen’

By JANICE SCHUSTER

The first Alumni Homecoming Queen in the history of the college will be chosen by members of the BEACON staff to reign over the scheduled November 29 festivities. Every member of the faculty and students of the BEACON, is eligible and the queen will be selected strictly on the basis of beauty.

The lucky girl, who will have all the comforts of a queen during the next week in order that the Queen’s identity remain a deep secret until the day of the beginning activity. At a recent meeting between staff members and secretary of the Alumni Association, Tom Moran, it was decided that the lovely young miss who will be presented with a loving cup through the courtesy of the BEACON, and flowers from the Alumni Association, will be crowned between halves of the Wilkes-Morristown game.

She will rule over the afternoon revellers and continue her reign on into the evening over the cocktails party at the Hotel Sterling.

It is expected that the queen will be able to lead the Alumni homecoming from the grandstand if the services of a convertible can be obtained. Also, the BEACON hopes to acquire an honor guard for her reign-

The阑confirmed that this precedent set by the BEACON will become an annual feature of Homecoming Days.

Committee Set For All-College Dance Nov. 26

By HELEN M. KRACHENFELS

Gloria Dean and Ann Benson, co-chairs for the All-College dance to be held on November 26, recently announced the following committee heads:

Entertainment: Bill Crowder and Bob Lynch.

Refreshments: Ann Dietscho and Dick Carpenter.

Clean-up: Dick Bunn and Merle Jones.

Chaperones: Sam Low and Jim Neveras.

Publicity: Phyllis Walsh and Helen Krachenfels.

Invitations: Nancy Morris and Ann Dietscho;

Decorations: Sam Low and Merle Jones.

The dance is an annual affair, and invitations are sent to colleges and universities for hundreds of miles around. Several of the boys at the college was attended by a huge crowd, and was hailed as a tremendous social success. Among the other colleges who attended:

Al Powell and his orchestra will provide the music for the evening, the courtesy of the American Federation of Musicians, Local 146.

There is no admission charge, for the affair, and refreshments will be served. The lounge will be the main room in your Thanksgiving holiday schedule for the Student Council’s All College Dance.

MAYOR VOWS (continued from page 2)

the proposal stand alone, this “problem must also be solved.”

The meeting also joined Captain Rigoni and Secre-
tary Speicher in emphasizing that the only real answer is to provide a parking lot of size enough to eventually accommodate parking on South Street.

The Mayor made the suggestion to the fact that such a lot does exist close to the school and would park up to 175 cars. He intends to explore this possibility within the next ten days, he told the Beacon.

Stickers Planned

Plates for the three-horse stickiers, to be handled by the Beacon, will be drawn up in next week. Painting of lamps will be done by the city and the Mayor will notify the college of the time of painting.

The Mayor praised the contribu-
tion of Wilkes to the commun-
ity and its young people and agreed with the Editorial staff that it is a shame the college and students should suffer bad public relations with the city and area residents. “Especially,” the Mayor said, “when it is not their fault.”

Another meeting with the city hall was held yesterday, the Mayor said, two weeks, to allow sufficient time for the city board to run down all possi-
bilities of reaching a satisfactory solution — one which will be satis-
factory to the college, students, the city government and residents.

Urges Cooperation

In the meantime, the Mayor sug-
gested the students can help by showing as much consideration un-
der the circumstances as possible.

He also stated, “We know who the

CRAZY LEADS — the leading roles in the college’s biggest and best elaborate dramatic presentation, “Girl Crazy,” are Fred Cohn and Mrs. Eleanor Detroy, wife of John Detroy, head of the Wilkes Music Department. The play, part of the giant Homecoming Week, will open Friday night at the Temple and will continue through Saturday night. A large cast of actors, dancers and singer-
s has been rehearsing for many weeks to assure a top-flight performance. Besides the fine acting and singing of Cohn and Mrs. De-

Cohn, ELEANOR DETROY

FRED COHN

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

By Dick Biddle

did you notice that genuine imported cashews were served?

FRIEND OF THE YEARBOOK PICTURE DEADLINE SET FOR TOMORROW AT 3

Underclassmen who have not had their pictures taken for the 1965 Amniola still have until 5 p.m. to-morrow to do so.

Through the fault of defective equipment, students of the History Department for the week were not up to par. The photographers have agreed to retake them at no additional charge to those who have already paid a sitting fee of $7.50. These people have until 3 o’clock tomorrow to have their pictures retaken.

Eddie Jean Kraszit and Jim Neveras urge all underclassmen to report to the Amniola office if you plan to have a pic-
ture in the yearbook. The office is located on the second floor of the Lecture Hall.

COLLEGE LOSES FRIEND BY SUDDEN DEATH OF THEODORE DUGANNE

The student body, faculty and administration of Wilkes were shocked at the sudden death of Mr. Duganne, resident of the campus and a friend to the entire college family.

The Newsman speaks as a repre-
sentative of the entire college when it extends sincerest sym-
pathy to members of his family.

The former chassinar of Fred M. Kirby, Kirby, Wor时隔worthmillers, Mr. Duganne resided in the sec-

quadr. There is a person here at 

Browning Green taking graduate work with me by the name of Phil Ska محافظ. The fellow is one who set all those basketball records at Wilkes that were broken by "Mr. Basketball," Len Batatromy.

WILKES’ BIGGEST EVENT OF THE YEAR IS COMING — What it is, you know. It’s the name WILKES’ BIGGEST EVENT and it begins next Friday night. By JANICE SCHUSTER

The week-end of November 29th will take Wilkes Alumni back to the college days of the 1950’s. As days they return to the campus to attend the annual Homecoming. The wel-
come mat will be set out by the present students as they do their best to make the festive occasion a complete success by de
torning all buildings to highlight the spirit of the Homecoming.

The activity begins officially Friday night at the Irem Temple, where an informal reception will be held for the sons and daughters of the Colonel.

The formal dance will be held at 8 p.m. Saturday night in the main lounge where a special Homecoming dance floor has been set aside for the Alumni so they can cheer their Alma Mater on against the Mora-

The fun-filled week-end will come to a close Sunday afternoon and dance beginning at 7 p.m. where the results of the election of offers, for 1955 will then be announced. Members of the Homecoming Committee are:

Registration: Louise Hascaline, chasinity; Loretta Farre, Dick Bunn.

Public Relations: Frank Stolfi, Lloyd Pickering.

Get-Together Party: Dr. Robert Kerr, chair; Dr. Frank Speich-

er, John Bunn; Mrs. Traver, Speicher, Joseph E. Farrell, Esq., Dr. Frank Piccini, Mr. and Mrs. T. Joseph Rivara, Mrs. Albert Novick Kilian.

Luncheon Meeting: Shirley Salts-

man, chair; Elizabeth Williams, Culp, June Owens; Football Arrangements: Jack Wolcott, chair; Dr. Lewis Jack, Lewis Jones, Olin Thomas; Men, Bob Knarr, Karbowsk, Nelson Jones, Shirley Stroey Frank, Sall-

jane Frank Krown, John F. 0.

Malley, Esq., John L. Leaman, Tom Dray, Joel Thun; Women, Betty Muncion, Elmer J. Harris, Esq.

12 Polling Places

Get ‘Good’ Ratings

On Tuesday, Nov. 2, election day, the political minded students of Wilkes ventured into the heat of the campaign.

Several students conducting a survey of the polling places are fairly good in regard to their physical environment. WILKES’ BIGGEST EVENT OF THE YEAR IS COMING — What it is, you know. It’s the name WILKES’ BIGGEST EVENT and it begins next Friday night.

big, clean and beautiful.

The survey found stores, garages, barber shops and schools being used occasionally for voting places,
Dear Sir:

During the last two weeks you have been hearing a deal of noise about The Beacon budget. You have heard your argument for the side of the paper. But now the fact that you want to publish a good school newspaper, you will have enough space in which to show new importance of our college.

The publicity chairman of the Big Band Committee had an article for The Beacon which was cut to make room for a more important story. That article was replaced by a cartoon.

Are cartoons "news of importance"?

The biggest event forth-coming on the college calendar is the musical comedy "Girl Crazy," but not a word in the Nov. 4th Beacon. In short, you have not justified your running costs.

Stop the four-grades editorials. Take what you have, be thankful for it, and do some honest reporting.

You will, no doubt, receive many letters concerning the "mud-slinging" in "The Way They Vote" article; so I shall just mention that Bob Lynch is working his way through college as an aide-de-camp to the Student Council. The Beacon has, in short, to take back for The Bookstore.

If this dirty trick name of things is going to last, it looks as though The Beacon received one cent type of it
during its slumber.

Yours sincerely,
Robert E. Moran
Asst. Prof. of Music, Ed.

Dear Editor:

May I be allowed to comment on the recent discussion? I consider it to be dangerous, infantile, and impolite.

The Beacon has become involved in a "mud-slinging" campaign that is only pernicious to the budget. While honest differences of opinion are proper, I am sure none of the questions whether anything is ac- curate, whether anything is a- ppropriate, or by what method of questioning. Long how we are to be exposed to the cycle of the cycle of enthusiasm.

The Beacon has become so involved in a "mud-slinging" campaign that is only pernicious to the budget. While honest differences of opinion are proper, I am sure none of the questions whether anything is accurate, whether anything is appropriate, or by what method of questioning.

I have followed this controversy from its inception. I, too, have been through a cycle: from interest, to amusement, to boredom, to frustration. I have been appalled at the vitriolic attacks on The Beacon's staff, not only have the involved individuals been disturbed, but disinterested saints and organizations have also been the target of unmerited controversy by your correspondents. What is going to be the final result? The Beacon and its council are the student body of, or Beacon's work- ing for the benefit of, The Beacon.

Now the problems exist on this campus, as they do at any school with a student council and The Beacon. The Beacon has the talent, the enthusiasm, and the opportunity to handle our problems satisfactorily. The discussion of this problem has been chosen to represent the student body, the staff, and the paper. I make optimistic promises to you all. If you work with us, you will be given the chance to work with us.

It is not well to bring these useless and irrational contro- versies home to the house of The Beacon. It is not well to make apologies, where apologies are necessary. Would it be possible for the paper to operate, where conciliation and co-operation would not be well to rephrase your phrase? The good name you have made your proven talents to be utilized to their maximum degree?

The decision will be the most gratifying for the interest, for the enthusiasm, and for the readiness you have brought to The Beacon. The Beacon has been through the end of the year that you have been imaginatively and successfully your editor-in-chief.

The decisions, the goals, the opposition, and the responsibilities have been put into your pockets.

Sincerely yours,
George F. Ellett

Chem Club Holds Meeting

At a meeting of the Wilkes College Chemical Society, held in the Science Hall, Warren Blair, presi-
dent, was in charge of the program. The meetings of the society are held on Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. Those present were Richard B. Carpenter, vice presi-
dent, and James E. Mark, treasurer. Plans were discussed for the coming year's social and educational ac-

tivities. After transaction of business, the meeting was adjourned.

The club held a social gath-
ering at Chase Theatre and Blair's residence. The program of a short lecture by the club president. Discussed plans of the student affiliation of the American Chemical Society and

In addition to the above activities, the society plans to hold a series of meetings on the history of chemistry, and a series of talks on current research topics.

The society encourages participation from all students interested in chemistry, and welcomes new members to attend their meetings and get involved in their activities.

Sincerely yours,

Activities Schedule

November
11-12 - Homecoming Week
12 - "Cue 'n Curtain, Major Premier Play"
16 - "Girl Crazy"
16 - "The Great Gatsby"
20 - "Curtis, Editor"
24 - "Curtis, Editor"
26 - "Curtis, Editor"

December
1 - "Curtis, Editor"
3 - "Curtis, Editor"
5 - "Curtis, Editor"
7 - "Curtis, Editor"
11 - "Curtis, Editor"
13 - "Curtis, Editor"
15 - "Curtis, Editor"
17 - "Curtis, Editor"
21 - "Curtis, Editor"
23 - "Curtis, Editor"
25 - "Curtis, Editor"
27 - "Curtis, Editor"
29 - "Curtis, Editor"
31 - "Curtis, Editor"

With the end of the year approaching, the school will be bustling with various activities and events. Be sure to attend and stay involved in the upcoming events.

About 'Girl Crazy'

Then about Cue 'n Curtain. Mr. Alfred Groh, adviser of the group and director of "Girl Crazy" will verify this. It was mentioned recently that there would be no show this year, in last week's issue. In fact, in the role, the editor personally, wishing to support what hopes to be a great play, endorsed the move.

Yours truly:

Beacon Staff
By PEARL ONACKO

Hello, again. Miss me? (Almost,) mutters Jeter as he peeks over my shoulder.) Reason for my absence last week — I was writing for Canvas to print the other half of my previous week's column. He didn't. Fall refused to go social whirl, so no column. Anyway, I'm back — for better or for worse — probably the latter.

Blirt Hit

The band blasted its way to a booming success last Saturday nite. The group took in enough money — not Wilkes money, for the most part, since outsiders seemed to outnumber Wilkes men and women at the affair — but money and we should argue! Not on your life. We will have to say is good job the group sent invitations to other schools; the blast wouldn't have been done otherwise. Anyway, the band's happy, we're happy for them, and we'll be looking forward to the debut of our own college dance orchestra in the near future.

Square Dance

Tomorrow night the engineers take over the gym. The group from Conyngham will sponsor a square dance and they're hoping to face out better than their chemical neighbors who were foiled by Hur- rible's annual Wednesday hockey game. So, put on your dancing togs and join in the fun.

This 's That

I dropped in on the rehearsal for "Girl Crazy" the other evening. I don't claim to be an authority on the theatre, but from what I saw and heard, the musical is going to be terrific. The songs are great, Xra. Detroy and Paul Shiffer are excellent, and SidneyRinns is at his very best. So, let's talk it up, gang. This is one show you can't afford to miss.

Plans for Homecoming Queen are well underway. Latest bit—the Beacon will sponsor a Homecoming Quiz to again over the course. We think it's a great idea. A reminder to campus organizations to get their questions ready; short, better thinking about decorations for the occasion.

Final scoop: Dr. Mặlsey finally sent his former student the good doctor a magazine article about him — that great American, Oscar Zilch, cousin of the well-known man about campus, Joe Zilch. The treasury of the Zilch foundation is at the low point of 7 cents. Any students wishing to contribute to the foundation are assured that their money will be used for a good purpose — the betterment of the Zilch's.

The APE S EYE VIEW

By LEE (Ape) DANNICK

(The following column was written in the beginning of the year when a northerner rather than a Wilkins student should have the spirit of Lee Dannick. — Editor)

It is a Saturday night and blowing, the leaves are falling, and the annual fall madness called football is upon us once more. Bob Moran rans his bats as of you and sounding off with his usual "I'm a Penn-student... Wilkes is In Town Again" as the Colonels rush on the field flashing colors and the band playing.

It is a sight that has met my eyes many times in the past and one that I hope to see in the not too distant future. You who are this year's freshmen should go to the stick by the Colonels, fill the stands with your presence and the air with your cheers, and imbue the helmeted ones on the field with unbeatable spirit and determination.

This column is being written from the press box of my home away-from-home in Bowling Green, Ohio. Wilkes is behind me and certainly not forgotten. You never realize how much a thing can mean to you until you no longer have it within your grasp.

Soccer Coaching

Phil, who has changed his name to Seker, is a graduate assistant, helps coach basketball and baseball, and plans to depart from the ranks of the unmarred by the end of next month. We had quite a the other night talking about Wilkes and compiling a list of all the friends we have in common.

“Social Whirl With Pearl”

By JORDAN

Men's Furnishings and Hats of Quality

9 West Market Street
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Louis Rosenthal

Men's Clothing & Furnishings

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

This is when 'th' coach ran out on 'th' field for a few words with "Juniors & Seniors".

Bootheerloses Four — The Wilkes soccer team, which matched its second straight winning season this fall, loses three players and a manager by graduation this June. Left to right, they include: Dick Polkawake, co-captain; Jack Curtis, Austin Sherman, manager; and Dunn Arrau.

With only three members of this year's squad to be lost, Coach Bob Partridge looks to an even better year on the soccer fields next season.

Library Receives Gift

The library has received another gift of a periodical collection, this one given by the daughter of the late William Willis, consisting of over 900 copies of the "Literary De- "

Even Hobbes Find College Life the Thing

Everybody goes to college these days. A good example of this fact was illustrated by the gentleman who visited Ashley Hall last week.

Apparently mistaking Ashley for the Salvation Army head- quarters, a "Knight of the road" was found sounding sleeping in the lounge.

After a few moments of gentle persuasion and a firm had, the Ashleyites pointed him down the walk, and away he went. Wilkes is a friendly college, but after all, he didn't even say good night.

Jane: "I wish you'd stop drinking for my sake.

Joe: "But I'm not drinking for your sake.

For This Week

A Chuckle and a Smile

A wedding is like a tournament— it stops circulation.

A gentle man is a guy who would marry Jane Russell for companionship.

His wife is a human dynamo — she charges everything.

Our idea of success is a fellow who can beat his home with blankets.

Reading is a great joy. "I wish you'd stop drinking for my sake,"

Doctor: "You've been a very sick man—only your strong constitution pulled you through.

Patient: "I hope you remember that when you make out my bill."

"Stop kissing me, Dad wouldn't like it."

He: "If it was your Dad, I wouldn't do it.

Man to cab driver: "What are you stopping for?"

Driver: "I thought I heard the young lady say stop.

Man: "She wasn't talking to you."

"Do you and your wife ever have words?"

"Yeah, but I don't get a chance to use mine."

Said the small boy, "My pa and ma had an awful time getting married. Ma wouldn't marry pa when he was drunk, and pa wouldn't marry ma when he was sober."

Meet Your Friends at . . .

The SPA

10 South Main Street
- After the game
- At the dance
- Anytime for a friendly get-together

Favorite Spot . . .

For College Students

TUXEDOS TO RENT
Special Price To Students
1512 SO. WASHINGTON ST.
BAUM'S

ANDY'S DINER
Backs-Boys with Wilkes Gym Menu of Free Punching Prices for the College's Budget . . . A Reputation Built on Fine Food

ACE DUNPONT DRY CLEANING
— 1 Hour Service —
250 S. RIVER ST. WILKES-BARRE

WISE POTATO CHIPS
Colonels Travel Again Sat. Toward Forth Win of Year Against Bridgeport Knights

By RODGER LEWIS

Three Colonel griddies will be on the road again this week as they invade Bridgeport for a Southern Conference contest with the hometown Purple Knights.

After last week's defeat at the hands of Hofstra the Colonels will be out to get back into the win column. As it now stands both squads are plagued by injuries. The Purple Knights have been trying all season to find a quarterback to fill the shoes of Pierre Darnois. To add to this headache they have been playing without the services of All State center Dave Deep who is suffering from an ankle injury.

Bridgeport on the other hand hasn't won a game so far this season. However, they have played major competition of small colleges in the east. The only major opponent they have faced has been Hofstra. To date they have taken defeat by a 45 to 14 score. Other noted losses came against Upsala, 27 to 0, and Northeast.

Injury Problem

Coach George Balston has a similar problem. In last week's defeat to Wilkes and Ron Resigado suffered injuries that may keep him out of the Bridgeport-Brennan game. Brennan will have a chance injury and Resigado an ankle in the contest.

However when the Colonels kick off the ball to play with this duo, Al Nicholas filled in at his old slot at tailback and did a splendid job. (of all positions) Richards moved into the backfield spot vacated by the switch of the former All Stater. Ron Fitzgerald at wingback and Howard Green at quarterback completed the "new look" offense toyen.

The series between these two clubs is even to date with Bridgeport having the win over Wilkes 19-6. A victory by thegriddies would put them in the "select" group of teams which would insure them of a winning season and a "Homesmashing game" with Marven remaining on the schedule.

WREATH OF JETER

Congratulations are in order for a Wreath of Jeter will be presented for turning up another winning season which they could have won in the world to be proud of themselves for seeing how this was accomplished against major competition with a lot more soccer experience than the Colonels.

When we look back over soccer history at Wilkes it is hard to compare their wins and losses with the early editions of the pioneers. Not that the old boys didn't play well but soccer was a sport here and there and always being short of end and another at any rate we are darn glad to see this and hope that it will become permanent. One more for the fans, one fellows and we'll call it a habit.

A lion's share of credit must be given to Bob Lightly and Bob Meisner who faith when the rest of us figured that we had already given up on the team and money. The lean years would have been enough to kill the team if not for the little vow, but Bob stayed with it and the resounding victory over Hofstra is one hell of a vindication to this effort.

And speaking of Partridge, we will take that opportunity to bring out a sad accident by inches on the way to Trenton last week. Unfortunately our· car went down the road with Partridge in the backseat. A quick swerve and the brakes screeched. When quizzed later as to what had happened, the captain explained that a bird had flown across the road and that bird led him to avoid it. What kind of bird was it? A partridge - a partridge!

Of course, a partridge - although we are not sure to date our losses if they were a case of Partridge running away.

Here's Your Hat

The grapplers of Wilkes brings down last week with an almost ali-veteran squad. Prospects for the season appear to be better than average with a good turn out of candidates.

The grizzled outback for the next two weeks while they wait for the return of several key men who are now playing football.

Bob Masonia will have to hand to fill the 117 pound spot, while Jerry Elias will return to duty as a heavyweight. In the lighter divisions Don McPadden, the Reynolds boys, and Bobby Morgan will bolster the mat squad.
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YOUNSU KOO GARNERS ‘PLAYER OF THE WEEK’

SPARKLES IN SEASON’S SOCCER WINDUP BY SCORING BOTH COLONEL MARKERS

Although the Wilkes College soccermen were held to a 2-2 tie in their final game of the year, there was an outstanding bright spot in the Colonel lineup. Younsu Koo did a near perfect job and came through with both of the goals that kept the Wilkesmen in the ball game.

Anyone connected with Wilkes College soccer can tell you that the flashy goal artist lives and breathes soccer. Coach Bob Partridge describes him as one of the finest competitors that he has ever seen. He keeps driving all the time and he never gives up.

Younsu is an engineering student with one more year of soccer left to play here. He expects to transfer to finish his education a year from this coming February.

In his first year of competition in the United States, Koo made a berth on the Tri-State Team. In the opinion of the sports staff of the Beacon, he should repeat this feat and go even further into the All-America class.

In his two years at Wilkes, Koo has come to like our town. When

YOUNSU KOO

WRATH OF JETER continued from page 5

A sorry state of affairs we say you. You can't get favorable stuff that way. Just for the sake of relations between the schools we hope that the Hofstra representatives were not treated in like manner - besides, it was cut out there.

When we finally did manage to sneak by the “Cerberus” of the locker room, Assistant Coach Russ Porton told the story of the game in just one sentence. It was a case of a good little team running into a good big team. The result disproves once more that the bigger they fall. The team held it's own and in our opinion actually outplayed the Flying Dutchmen in the second half, but it just wasn't enough.

Said asked leaving, he replied, “Wilkes-Barre is a nice town and it will be hard to leave the many friends that I have made here.”

The Beacon congratulates Youn su on being named “Player of the Week” and is sure that he will make out well wherever he goes.

Booters Deadlocked In Season’s Finale

Soccer season at Wilkes ended on an anti-climax Tuesday night as the booters were held to a 2-2 tie by a strong and much improved Elizabethtown club.

The booters clinched a winning season last week by defeating Trenton State Teachers, 2-1. The year’s record stands at four wins, three losses and three ties.

At that, the booters of Coach Bob Partridge did themselves well seeing as how all the games on the schedule were against major competition.

The E-town game started off fast and it was obvious that the ‘down the river’ boys were much stronger than they had been in the opening game when the WC’ers came through with a 1 to 0 victory.

Wilkes scored first, late in the first half. When Elizabethtown committed a foul that called for a penalty shot, Younsu Koo of the Wilkesmen was elected to try for the score and he came through to put the Blue and Gold out in front by a 1 to 0 count.

The second stanza had hardly gotten underway when Bill Bucher of Elizabethtown punched through a score to tie the ball game.

Wilkes came back strong several minutes later as Koo dented the cords on a pass from Captain Dick Polakowski, from about 18 yards out.

The first half ended with Wilkes in command of the game, 2-1.

Early in the third period E-town came back once more and tied the score as Gene Steinbeck blasted back a kick by a Wilkes man into the net.

The fourth quarter produced no results for either team and the regulation game ended at 2-2.

Two five minute extra periods were ticked off, but with the same result. Wilkes seemed to have the advantage as darkness fell with John Ferris and Ahmed Kazmi pounding at the gate, but never quite making the grade.

Toll Gate Restaurant

"On the Boulevard" - Rt. 115
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

It’s a pleasure to serve you

• A Full Course Meal
• Or a Sandwich
• Good Food
• Reasonable Prices
• Plenty of Free Parking Space

Catering to Small Groups

F. Dalle, Prop.

Opening Soon!

The New Modern
Franklin Street
Addition And Parking Ramp

Fowler, Dick
and Walker

The Boston Store

A Great Store .
. . . . In A Great State

Wilkes College
BOOKSTORE

AND

VARIETY SHOP

Books - Supplies - Novelties
Subscriptions
Hours: 9-12 — 1-5
. . . . WELCOME

Men’s
WOOL SLACKS

Reg. 12.95 Value
8.99
Save 3.96

0 Flannels - Checkered
0 Browns - Navy - Gray - Blue
0 All Perfect Quality - Sizes 24-42

L&M Filters - Also Buy King Size
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